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Abstract

The lack of smile as well as its diminished frequency are one of the key factors indicating many kinds of mood

disorders (e.g. depression, dysphoria) whereas the difficulty in proper emotion identification is characteristic for

people suffering from schizophrenia or autism. Therefore, automatic analysis of emotions by computer systems

improves preparing the medical diagnosis but also influences positively the quality of life of those who already

suffer.

In this work the problem of automatic classification between smiling and neutral facial display is discussed.

Due to the fact that in the literature there are many suggested solutions for emotion recognition based on facial

image features, we start this work with an overview, which enables comparison of existing approaches. Next,

the problem of adequate image division schema and mask choice is addressed. Since the length of the feature

vector causes many problems, this issue is also investigated. The experiments were performed on three databases:

Cohn-Kanade, Feret, and Combined, which was specially designed for this research. The obtained results lead to

the conclusion that the signs of enjoyment are most accurately classified with application of linear SVM, when

the image is described with Local Binary Patterns (LBP) or uniform LBP texture operator. Moreover, applying

additional mask shortens the feature vector and keeps the result at the same level. Finally, when Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) was used the correct recognition rate slightly diminished by a few percent, but

significantly decreased the computational cost.
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1 Introduction

Smiling face on the first place is associated with pleasure, comfort, and security, however there are many types of

smile, not only these presented to reflect delight.1 People smile in many social situations just to fit to the expected

behaviours, but they also smile to conceal the true emotions like embarrassment, anger, or fear. A number of research

in psychology have found that only Duchenne smile (which is characterised by the zygomatic major pulling the lip

corners upwards towards the cheekbones, and the orbicularis oculi, which raises the cheek and gathers the skin

inwards from around the eye socket) is a sign of enjoyment.2 Since these emotions are so often expressed in daily life,

the changes in its intensity, frequency and ability of recognition are measured as symptoms of many mood disorders,

e.g. depression disorders, bipolar disorders, anxiety syndromes, dysphoria. Additionally, for individuals suffering

from schizophrenia or autism the correct recognition of others emotion is hampered.

Observation of dynamic changes in facial display is widely used in the medical research concerning depression.

The smile intensity and duration is correlated with psychological disorders.3 There is also a noticeable relationship

between non verbal behaviour (like diminishing of head movements and the number of Duchenne’s smiles) and severity

of depression.4 Furthermore, the smile attenuation is seen as a key predictor of depression in patients with facial

neuromuscular disorders.5 It is also known that such persons are less likely to express positive affect when presented

with positive-mood inductions than non-depressed subjects.6 Finally, the work7 stated that only changes in smile

are correlated with the mood, while analysing results from cardiovascular measures, reports of emotion brought no

conclusions.

It has been found that patients with schizophrenia have problems with correct understanding of emotions pre-

sented by others,8.9 Additionally autistic adults are impaired on the genuine and fake smile recognition since they

tend to omit the eye contact.10 But not only illness may cause problems with correct emotion understanding. In-

dividuals who easily react on others negative emotions are better in veracity of smile recognition, while those, who

tend to be easily contagioned with good emotion make more errors.11 In case of deception, presenting emotions

inconsistent with real feelings aims to create and maintain in another a belief that the communicator himself consid-

ers false.12 Yet, it was proven that offenders smile significantly less frequently when lying.13 Moreover, the work14

suggests that controlling one feature in facial expression display (e.g. brow frowning) manifests itself by control of

other half of the face, that gives hopes to find means to distinguish the disguise.

Many research, in medicine and psychology, concerning the emotion problem are based on the works of Ekman and

Friesen,15 which resulted in creation of Facial Action Coding System, (FACS). It enables to determine which muscles

action is necessary in human face to perform a particular facial gesture. Those muscles sets were enumerated and

called Action Units, enabling detailed description of the emotion. In order to annotate gathered experimental data,

authors of4,6, 14,16 used certified experts to work over the data, which is time consuming, tiresome, and impossible

to use for each patient.

Therefore, the automatic emotion recognition, with special respect for smile detection and specification of its

genuineness, is finding a broad application in the medicine. Moreover, the automatic analysis of behaviour is seen as

one of the methods available in telemedicine17 which slowly expands and is believed to be a way to manage problems
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of dementia or depression.18 For instance, SimSensei application19 enables online emotional state analysis, and

automatic detection of heart rate from variations in the luminance of someone’s face was presented by.20 Next, there

is a method for stroke detection developed, which except of slurring of speech, checks the asymmetry in smile.21 All

those issues may be addressed by a computer software.

This paper addresses the problem of smiling and neutral facial display recognition. Since there are many ap-

proaches in the literature which deal with this issue, but are incomparable due to different classification schemas

exploited, as well as various data sets used, we start from comparison of existing techniques in order to choose the

best classification method. Next, the influence of chosen image division schema and applied mask on the recognition

accuracy is investigated. Since the length of calculated feature vector is considerable, the application of principal

component analysis (PCA) in order to reduce the feature space is proposed.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of undertaken works to automatically analyse

emotions. Then Section 3 presents chosen texture operators used for facial emotion description. Next, in Section

4 details concerning the experiment set-ups are given and obtained results are described in Section 5. The work is

concluded in Section 6.

2 State of the art

Automatic emotion recognition was addressed for many years in the literature. First works concerning this issue

started in 80s and used optical flow for muscle movements tracking to recognize presented in the image sequence

emotion22 and was later developed in,23.24 Since the movement of lips corners in the direction of eyes is associated

with smiling, the active shape models were also used for this emotion recognition.25

More recently, the local binary patterns were exploited to describe the facial display and discriminate between

basic emotions (like: happiness, sadness, anger, etc.),26,27 and similar approaches are presented in,28,29.30 There

are also other solutions which apply Gabor filters with GentleSVM,31 or extreme learning machine as a classifier.32

Next, not all researchers use the whole face image for this emotion recognition. In some cases only the lips region

was analysed,3334 and in other the eyes were examined.35 There is also interesting work which not only concentrates

on smile detection, but also tries to evaluate its intensity36 whereas37 provides general overview of face emotion

description and detection. Finally,38 compares existing techniques and tries to find out, whether they are sufficiently

reliable to work in real life situations. This work points out, that most developed methods for smile classification

use for testing databases prepared in laboratory scenarios, which tend to be too superficial. Yet, according to

experiments performed with utilization of data collected from the Internet38 it was concluded that it should be

possible to discriminate between emotions, however there is still a lot of room for further work.

3 Image description

Texture operators belong to the group of very popular technique used for the description of image content. These

methods calculate special features on the basis of pixel values gathered according to the particular rules. First order
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features39 are derived from the image histogram and describe, between others, its mean, variance, or energy. Second

order features are represented by the co-occurrence matrices introduced by Haralick et al.40 This method computes a

set of features, for instance features describing image quality as contrast, dissimilarity, or homogeneity using a square

matrix, which contains the number of occurrences of each possible combinations of two grey-scale pixel values. Next,

the run-length codes41 are gathered from the matrix which collects the information about the number of adjoining

pixels in the image which have similar intensities. Finally, local binary patterns method,42 (LBP), is the youngest

approach presented in this comparison, however it proved already to be very powerful. Here, for each pixel in the

image a code is determined, then all those codes are collected in a form of a histogram. Since it exhibited very good

performance in case of emotion recognition,30 we decided to apply this approach in presented research.

3.1 Local binary patterns

Local binary pattern histogram gathers the information about the number of occurrences of each possible code in

the image. The code is calculated for each pixel (see Fig. 1), but the neighbourhood is considered as well:42–44

LBPP,R(xc, yc) =

P−1∑
p=0

s(gp − gc) · 2p, (1)

where gc is a grey-scale value of a pixel of interest, which coordinates in the monochromatic image I are (xc, yc), gp

(p = 0, . . . , P − 1) is an intensity value of each point in the local processing window, s(z) is a threshold function,

which concentrates on the difference sign:

s(z) =

 1, z ≥ 0

0, z < 0.
(2)

The points are sampled regularly in the neighbourhood on the circle of radius R:

xp = xc +R cos(2πp/P ), yp = yc −R sin(2πp/P ), p = 0, . . . , P − 1. (3)

Since the coordinates may not be integers, the intensity value is interpolated by a weighted mean of neighbouring

pixels intensities.

As the LBP values assigned to the image pixels for P = 8 are in the range [0, 255], therefore they can be visualized

in form of 8-bit images. Figure 2 depicts exemplary images (a), corresponding maps of LBP values (b) and the LBP

histograms (c).

3.2 Uniform patterns

The LBP histogram length is correlated with the sampling points number, P , due to its relationship with the number

of histogram bins: 2P . Therefore, the bigger the number of points in the area, the longer is the histogram, which

becomes problematic for classification. Therefore, in the further research45 the code composition and its influence

on the image description was addressed. It was noticed, that when examining the code as a sequence of bits, the
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number of transition between 1s and 0s plays an important role. In consequence, the valid binary sequences, called

uniform patterns, were defined as those which have up to two bit transitions, eg. 00111000, and for them separate

bins are prepared (see Fig. 3). For those sequences with more transitions, for instance 01010101, one collective bin

is used. Such an approach shortens the histogram length to P (P − 1) + 3 bins. In literature this procedure is named

uniform local binary patterns, ULBP.

3.3 Rotation Invariant LBP

Another approach concentrates on the finding that when the texture rotates, the data in the histogram also moves

around the bins,46.45 That might be omitted when so-called ROR operator is applied, which treats the LBP code as

a bit sequence and searches for such rotation of bits, which results in the smallest numerical code value:

RILBPP,R = min
j

ROR(LBPP,R, j), ROR(δ, j) : δ(j) = (j − 1) mod n, (4)

and δ is a n bit sequence. In other words, for two sequences 01110000 and 00011100 the smallest rotation invariant

code is 00000111 and it is achieved for j = 4 and j = 2, respectively. More examples are presented in Fig. 4.

Application of rotation invariant LBP, (RILBP) enables histogram length shortening to 36 elements for P = 8. There

are of course other approaches, like this presented in47 which exploits Zernike moments to improve the performance.

3.4 Rotation Invariant and Uniform LBP

The rotation may also influence uniform patterns, therefore it is not surprising that a rotation invariant version of

this operator, named RIULBP, was also suggested. Here, the patters which have up to two bit transitions between

1s and 0s are subject to ROR operator application, which reduces the final histogram length to P + 2 bins.

4 Experiment set-up

Before the classification between smiling and neutral facial displays may take place, some preliminary preprocessing

is necessary. The visualization of algorithm’s steps is depicted in Fig. 5. For the input image the face region

is determined using face detector presented in.48 Then a feature vector describing the face should be calculated.

However, computing LBP histogram for whole image is too general. Since it is possible to distinguish which muscles

are responsible for the emotion visible on the face,15 it is obvious that each part of the facial display conveys different

information and should be treated separately, when the feature vector is generated. Therefore, several image division

schemas and image masks were exploited in our experiments. Applying each of them consists of building the feature

vector as a concatenation of LBP histograms calculated for each of its part. Besides mentioned preprocessing, the

feature vector keeps immoderately long, therefore the principal component analysis, is applied for decreasing the

dimensions of feature space. Finally, the classification process is performed.
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4.1 Image division schemas

When considering possible image division schemas, it would be convenient to describe the image in as detailed

manner as possible. However, the LBP histogram should be filled densely, what influences the minimal possible size

of the sub-image. Moreover, the smaller is the sub-image, the longer gets the final feature vector, which is unwanted

characteristic. Therefore, in order to bring together all mentioned demands, considering that the facial display image

resolution is 112×150 pixels, following image division schemas were proposed: 4×5, 4×10, and 7×10, which detailed

description is presented in Tab. 1.

4.2 Masks

Regardless of the chosen image division schema, we also studied whether it is possible to remove some facial display

area from the consideration, without loss of the classification accuracy. In verify this assumption several masks were

designed and those most promising are presented in Fig. 6.

4.3 Image databases

In order to evaluate the performance of smile recognition, several databases are exploited in the literature. They

vary in image quality, number of subjects, image resolution, etc. Therefore, results achieved on one image set are

incomparable with those gathered for the second one. In consequence, in this work all proposed set-ups are rated on

three different databases so as to achieve better insight into its performance and accuracy.

Basing on the findings enabling FACS definition, the Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded Facial Expression Database,2649

was developed, which includes image sequences from neutral to target display of basic emotions (e.g., joy, surprise,

anger, fear, disgust).

In the presented work, images from 82 sequences were chosen which depicted the neutral and smiling expression.

The image resolution is 640×480 pixels with 8-bit precision for grey-scale values. The images differ in lighting

conditions and the subjects do not wear glasses or other covering elements, as well as do not have beards. The same

set of subjects represents neutral and smiling expressions. Some examples are presented in Fig. 7(a).

The Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) and the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST) prepared Feret database50 for facial recognition system evaluation. In our experiments, 62 images

were selected in order to represent the neutral and smiling expression. The subjects vary in each group. Moreover,

it is possible to have different images for the same person in one group. Figure 7(b) depicts some examples of this

database.

In previously described datasets, as well as other considered: Nottingham originals, Iranian, Utrecht, and Pain,51

the number of subjects is small. In order to assure greater diversity of subjects, a collective Combined database was

created. It gathers images from all the mentioned datasets, that in total gives 712 images equally divided between

the two emotion groups.
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5 Results and discussion

In order to verify the recognition accuracy of the most popular classifiers, to choose the division schema which is the

most beneficial and find out whether it is possible to diminish the feature vector length several experiments were

performed.

5.1 Classifier comparison

The aim of this experiment was to compare the accuracy of several commonly used classifiers for face expression

recognition. First from the considered was the k-nearest neighbourhood, (kNN), which is an example of the non-

parametric pattern recognition method. For a tested object it bases the decision on the majority voting among

k closest neighbours from the training set. Various distance metrics were examined: Euclidean, cityblock, cosine, and

correlation. Moreover, the k parameter varied from 5 to 13 for odd numbers only. Second, was the support vector

machine approach, (SVM), which maps the data into higher dimension space, where a planar division between classes

is possible. For the calculation various kernels were considered: linear, Gaussian Radial Basis Function with scaling

factor taking following values 0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 2.00, and polynomial with order of 2, 3, 4, and 5.52 Finally,

the template matching technique,30 (TM), was also used. In this case, for each class an average feature vector is

calculated and the kNN with k = 1 decides to which class the tested object belongs to, exploiting chi square statistics

as a distance metric. For all possibilities 10-fold cross-validation approach was applied. The image description used

7×10 division mask. The LBP parameters were following: R = 1 and P = 8.

Table 2 (section on the top) gathers the best results for Cohn-Kanade database achieved for each of the mentioned

methods with distinction between applied texture operators. When comparing the results achieved for each image

description technique, one can easily notice, that the linear SVM usually overcomes other solutions and the best

recognition performance reaches 95% for LBP and ULBP image description techniques. The accuracy gained by

the kNN for k = 9 is not far behind. Yet, the choice of distance metric influences the result considerably. From

those exploited in this research, cityblock and cosine are worth mentioning for good performance. The TM approach

proved to give worse accuracy, however still 93% for LBP operator were recorded. Finally, in all cases the rotation

invariant methods efficiency is poor in this application.

Similarly as for previous database, Tab. 2 (section in the middle) collects the best outcome achieved for each

type of classifier when Feret dataset was tested. The efficiency of presented methods is comparable with previous

one, however generally the accuracy is lower. The best score, 88%, was recorded for linear SVM when LBP and

ULBP operators were used. Once again, kNN technique with k = 9 and cityblock distance metric gives good results,

however, they are incomparable with SVM ones. The TM method is independent from the texture operator used,

but the results have the same accuracy as those of kNN.

Finally, Tab. 2 (section on the bottom) summarises the classification accuracy for the Combined database. Here,

the linear SVM for LBP operator outperforms other solutions reaching 88.63%. However, ULBP is not far behind

- 86.68%. In accordance with previous findings, kNN with k = 9 and cityblock metric is a little bit less accurate.
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TM method provides the worst outcome, especially when the rotation invariant techniques for image description are

applied.

From the performed experiment one can see that the best classifier for emotion recognition is linear SVM, which

outperforms both other techniques and other SVM kernels considered in this work. As was mentioned, the highest

accuracy in case of kNN classifier was recorded for k = 9 for the cityblock distance metric. However, there were

cases where k = 11 brought better results, yet the difference was negligible. The TM classifier is the most unstable

one. Hence the authors believe that it could overcome other classifiers when optimal parameters are found, however

generally it gives the worst performance from all considered techniques.

Four texture operators were compared during this experiment. Regardless the chosen combination, two of them:

ULBP and LBP give the best performance. Similar performance of those methods is not surprising, since their

definition does not differ significantly. However, when the time and memory consumption plays the most important

role, the ULBP should be applied, because it generates much shorter feature vectors. Surprising is the fact, that

the rotation invariant version of the image descriptor performance is much worse taking into account that the data

never rotates. The unsatisfactory results probably are connected with the reduction of feature vector length. In52

more databases are compared.

5.2 Image division influence on the performance

The goal of the next experiment was to evaluate the influence of image division schema on the classification per-

formance. Here, three different image division plans were considered from the most general (4×5) by the average

(4×10) to the most detailed one (7×10). Since in previous experiment ULBP and LBP image descriptors proved to

outperform the others, only these two techniques were considered. Additionally, the correlation between the recog-

nition accuracy and the radius parameter of LBP technique were investigated with constant sampling point value,

P = 8. The classification was performed with linear SVM method using 10-fold cross-validation approach.

Table 3 gathers results for Cohn-Kanade, Feret, and Combined databases. The differences in classification accu-

racy between those datasets are similar as in previous experiment. Once again, it is difficult to state which texture

operator performs better. Moreover, it is difficult to notice any pattern suggesting the relation between the radius

of the LBP operator and the correct classification rate. In case of the image division schema it seems that a little

bit better performance is observed for 4×5 and 4×10 when Cohn-Kanade database is considered. When one looks

at the outcomes of Feret database it seems that 4×10 and 7×10 are a little bit more precise. Similar findings are

valid, when results for Combined database are evaluated.

In consequence of such a small differences between suggested image division approaches, it was decided that the

masks should be created for 4×5 division schema, which is characterised by smaller number of sub-images, and 7×10

division schema, which is the most detailed approach.

The second part of this experiments investigates the influence of applied mask on the smiling versus neutral facial

display recognition. Five different masks presented in Fig. 6 were considered. The experiments were performed for

each database and the results are presented in Tabs. 4 and 5. In order to have better insight into the mask approach,

tables presenting classification accuracy when masks for 4×5 and 7×10 image division schema are created, should
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be considered together. The best outcome for the Cohn-Kanade image database was recorded for 4×5 v2. mask

when ULBP operator with R = 3 was applied (see Tabs. 4 and 5 - top section). Yet, there are also many other

combinations of parameters with very good performance, all of them are marked by bold font. When comparing

the results gathered for Feret dataset (see Tabs. 4 and 5 - middle section) application of 7×10 v3. mask and

LBP operator brings the best results. Similar observation may be drawn from classification accuracy obtained for

Combined database (Tabs. 4 and 5 - bottom section).

Moreover, it is worth pointing out that application of masks did not diminish the classification performance,

however the feature vector length was reduced significantly, as is summarised in Tab. 6. When comparing results

presented in Tab. 3 and Tabs. 4 and 5 it is visible that for Cohn-Kanade dataset the classification keeps 97.56% of

accuracy, for Feret case it grows from 88.71% without masks to 89.52%, and for Combined database it stays at the

range of 89.34%.

5.3 Feature space dimension reduction with PCA

The last experiment addressed the problem of feature vector length shortening with application of PCA. As presented

in Tab. 6 the number of histogram elements varies between 590 and 10240. Application of mask removes some sub-

images without loss of information, therefore it was interesting to find whether more general rules might be applied.

For this experiment two image division schemas were chosen: 4×5 and 7×10 and the most promising mask from

previous experiment: 7×10 v3. The LBP parameters were set to R = 1 and P = 8, while for classification kNN

method was applied with cityblock distance metric and k = 9.

The top section in Tab. 7 gathers results achieved for Cohn-Kanade database. Regardless of used texture operator

and image description schema, the classification accuracy diminishes by few (up to 4%) percent when feature space

reduction was applied. This situation differs reasonably from those recorded for Feret and Combined databases

(middle and bottom section in Tab. 7). Exploiting PCA in classification procedure for Feret image set reduced the

accuracy up to 19%. However, when 99% of information is exploited to build a feature vector for ULBP operator with

mask and LBP operator with 4×5 image division schema the loss of correct classification rate is only 5%. In case of

Combined database the variation of results is lower, and for 4×5 image division schema and 99% of information used

ranges from 3% when ULBP to 5% for LBP operator is used. Although, the deterioration of the general performance

is noticeable, it is worth to point out how it influenced the feature vector length (see Tab. 8). The resulting number

of elements in feature vector is presented as a percentage in regard of original length, due to its variation between

experiments with the same set-ups. When looking at these numbers one can see that for LBP texture operator the

reduction is much higher. However, when comparing the number of valid eigenvectors, it becomes similar for those

two approaches. Next, though higher reduction of feature space in case of LBP, the classification performance keeps

on the same level with ULBP. Finally, it might be concluded that for Cohn-Kanade database application of PCA

might bring some benefits, due to decrease of the calculation load without big impact on the correct classification

rate.
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6 Conclusions

This paper presents the research results focused on recognition between smiling and neutral facial display. It addresses

the problem of classification technique influence on the recognition accuracy and verifies which of the local binary

pattern versions: LBP, ULBP, RILBP, and RIULBP is the most beneficial for image description. Furthermore, the

image division schemas are discussed in combination with several masks used to emphasise the most crucial face

parts. Finally, obtained feature space dimensions are diminished with application of PCA without dramatic loss of

efficiency.

According to achieved results, the linear SVM proved to be the most accurate classifier and LBP and ULBP the

most beneficial image descriptors. The correct classification ratio on Cohn-Kanade database reached 95% and 89%

for Feret and Combined image data set. The performed experiments revealed that application of the division schema

does not influence the results much, however, after mask application it could be concluded that removing some less

important part of the image when calculating the feature vector does not diminish the classification performance,

but considerably decreases the computational cost. Finally, application of PCA proved that there is a place for

considerable feature space dimension reduction, yet it is correlated with worsening of the performance.

This work shown also that it is possible to create an accurate system for automatic recognition of smiling and

neutral facial displays in image sequences. That should support and simplify the research concerning mood disorders,

but also enable creation of software based tools to support medical treatment of these syndromes. In our further

works, we plan to concentrate on the problem of recognition of genuine and posed smile.
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179 76 166

204 127 51

77 230 38

Figure 1: Idea of LBP code calculation for a neighbourhood with parameters: R = 1 and P = 8. From the left:
neighbourhood, pixel grey-scale values in the region, pixel intensities, values in the sampled points, binarized output.
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(a) Test images (b) LBP maps (c) Corresponding LBP histograms

Figure 2: Local binary patterns visualization.
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Figure 3: Examples of uniform patterns.
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Figure 4: Examples of rotated pattern.
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Figure 5: Experiment set-up.
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(a) 4x5 v1. (b) 4x5 v2. (c) 7x10 v1. (d) 7x10 v2. (e) 7x10 v3.

Figure 6: Examined masks setups.
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(a) Cohn-Kanade database. (b) Feret database.

Figure 7: Examples of neutral expression are presented in the top row, whereas the smiling ones in the bottom row.
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Type 4×5 4×10 7×10
Number of sub-images 20 40 70

Resolution 28×30 28×15 16×15
Elements in histogram 840 420 240

Table 1: Description of image division schemas.
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Database Classifiers Methods ULBP LBP RIULBP RILBP

Cohn-Kanade
kNN

Euclidean 90.85 89.63 86.59 86.59
cityblock 93.29 95.73 87.20 85.37
cosinus 93.90 94.51 85.37 87.20
correlation 91.46 92.07 85.98 87.80

SVM linear 95.73 95.12 87.20 89.63
TM chi 89.02 92.68 85.98 87.80

Feret
kNN

Euclidean 69.35 68.55 70.16 73.39
cityblock 80.65 77.42 73.39 71.77
cosinus 74.19 75.81 74.19 71.77
correlation 74.19 74.19 77.42 76.61

SVM linear 88.71 87.90 81.45 80.65
TM chi 75.03 75.00 75.81 76.61

Combined
kNN

Euclidean 80.08 77.42 77.98 77.70
cityblock 81.91 81.49 77.56 77.42
cosinus 77.56 79.38 78.54 76.58
correlation 78.40 79.38 78.96 77.42

SVM linear 86.68 88.63 77.98 81.49
TM chi 79.66 81.63 61.57 62.41

Table 2: Performance accuracy when different classifiers are applied.
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Division schemas
4×5 4×10 7×10

R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 1 R = 2 R = 3
Cohn-Kanade

ULBP 96.34 95.73 96.34 96.95 96.34 94.52 95.73 95.12 92.68
LBP 97.56 95.73 94.51 96.34 95.71 95.09 95.12 95.09 92.68

Feret
ULBP 85.48 86.29 85.48 86.29 87.90 85.48 88.71 87.90 87.90
LBP 83.87 86.29 87.90 87.10 87.10 87.90 87.90 83.55 83.87

Combined
ULBP 85.69 84.99 83.31 87.24 85.83 86.54 86.68 85.83 83.31
LBP 85.83 86.82 86.40 87.80 88.92 89.34 88.63 87.24 86.82

Table 3: Influence of image division schema on facial display classification.
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Division schemas
4×5 v1. 4×5 v2.

R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 1 R = 2 R = 3
Cohn-Kanade

ULBP 96.32 93.25 95.09 95.09 95.71 97.55
LBP 95.71 95.09 93.25 96.32 96.32 93.87

Feret
ULBP 75.81 83.87 82.26 78.23 84.68 80.65
LBP 76.61 87.90 85.48 83.06 85.48 84.68

Combined
ULBP 78.96 80.08 77.28 82.3 81.07 78.40
LBP 80.50 80.93 82.89 81.07 82.75 84.01

Table 4: Smiling vs. neutral facial display classification with 4×5 masks.
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Division schemas
7×10 v1. 7×10 v2. 7×10 v3.

R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 1 R = 2 R = 3
Cohn-Kanade

ULBP 96.32 95.09 92.02 96.32 95.71 95.71 96.93 96.93 96.32
LBP 93.87 92.64 93.87 93.87 95.09 94.48 96.32 96.32 96.32

Feret
ULBP 81.45 83.06 75.81 76.90 85.48 85.48 86.29 87.10 85.48
LBP 86.29 83.87 81.45 88.71 86.29 84.68 89.52 87.10 88.71

Combined
ULBP 83.03 80.93 78.12 86.40 84.01 82.75 86.40 84.29 84.15
LBP 85.97 84.71 85.55 86.82 86.12 86.82 86.96 87.10 89.34

Table 5: Smiling vs. neutral facial display classification with 7×10 masks.
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Feature vector length
4×5 4×10 7×10

Texture operator v1. v2. v1. v2. v3.
LBP 5120 2560 3072 10240 17920 4608 7936 9472

ULBP 1180 590 708 2360 4130 1062 1829 2183
Percent of the original feature vector length

100 50 60 100 100 26 44 53

Table 6: Feature vector length for each division schema and applied mask.
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ULBP PCA LBP
4×5 7×10 mask Information [%] 4×5 7×10 mask

Cohn-Kanade
94.48 95.09 94.48 100 95.09 94.48 93.87
91.41 93.87 90.80 99 93.87 92.64 91.41
92.02 91.41 90.80 98 92.02 94.48 90.80
92.64 92.64 93.25 97 93.87 90.80 92.02

Feret
78.23 75.81 79.03 100 76.61 83.06 86.29
65.32 65.32 73.39 99 71.77 64.52 72.58
66.13 65.32 68.55 98 62.10 62.10 69.35
64.52 70.16 69.35 97 63.71 67.74 74.19

Combined
77.70 81.63 83.59 100 80.22 82.33 82.61
74.61 70.27 75.32 99 75.32 69.57 73.63
74.05 69.14 76.44 98 73.35 67.60 73.49
74.19 66.34 76.44 97 73.35 68.02 74.05

Table 7: Cohn-Kanade database. Results of classification after applying PCA on LBP texture operator.
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ULBP LBP
4×5 7×10 mask PCA 4×5 7×10 mask
1180 4130 2183 100% 5120 17920 9472

Length is given as a percent
of the original feature vector length

33 15 26 99% 9 3 6
25 13 23 98% 7 3 6
20 12 20 97% 6 3 5

Table 8: Feature vector length changes due to application of PCA.
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